Cardiopulmonary vascular imaging.
Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) effectively maximizes the flow sensitivity of MR imaging (MRI) to display the body's vasculature. Although MRA has proven quite effective in imaging the intracranial and extracranial vessels, cardiopulmonary MRA faces several additional inherent challenges. Cardiorespiratory motion, vessel pulsatility, and irregular flow patterns all degrade image quality and necessitate appropriate compensation schemes. Although preliminary cardiopulmonary MRA methods appear promising, near instantaneous scan times may be necessary to fully maximize the potential of this technique. Multislice spin-echo and gradient-echo techniques have also proven effective. These methods may compensate for cardiac motion through either ECG-gating or referencing, and may maximize the signal characteristics from the intrinsic slow blood flow of the pulmonary vasculature. Phase velocity mapping techniques, which have proven capable of quantifying blood flow in the body, appear equally promising in preliminary studies in evaluating the cardiopulmonary vascular system. Because of the nature of blood flow dynamics in the cardiopulmonary vascular system, spin-echo (SE), gradient refocussed echo (GRE), and possibly phase mapping technique appear well suited for evaluating these regions.